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Print your own custom, high 

resolution graphics & logo using 

Clarus ColorDrop technology

You can clean your Clarus Healthboard 

with any hospital grade cleaner

Clarus Glass will never stain or ghost, 

keeping sensitive patient details safe 

and secure, plus your board will look 

new every day for a lifetime

Clarus Healthboards come with our 

On The Wall Promise and outperform 

and outlast any whiteboard on the market

Clarus Glass is a non-porous material 

that acts as both an anti-bacterial 

and anti-microbial that surface stays 

hygienic and clean

Clarus Healthboard comes shipped with 

a package of Clarus Preferred markers 

that offer perfect visibility for your glass 

writing surface
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What is Healthboard?

Featuring an antibacterial, non-porous writing surface, Healthboard is the ideal

solution for hospital rooms, nurse stations and other areas where patient health is vital. 

Fabricated from safety writing glass, Healthboard features rich color palettes and two 

custom print options, ColorDrop and Transition, to meet a range of versatile 

healthcare needs.

Clarus Healthboard can be created with essential or supporting design elements in two 

formats, permanent ColorDrop print and Transition removable graphics.

Clarus ColorDrop technology enables permanent branding, layout or formatting to be 

printed on Healthboard, creating a fusion of confi dence-building brand intimacy and 

informative elements such as fi elds, patient information or gridlines. 

Clarus Transition, popular in many healthcare settings, allows doctors and nurses to 

add, remove and otherwise design a Healthboard’s backdrop to the patient experience. 

Transition is a simple solution, via a hidden channel on the back of the Healthboard, that 

beautifully tailors patient communication within the context of their care. Transition can 

be easily updated over time as the needs of a healthcare facility evolve.
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Infection Control  |  Reduced Maintenance  |  Improved Patient Satisfaction Scores

Patient Communication Drives Satisfaction

With any written medium in a healthcare facility, privacy is paramount. A patient’s 

approval of doctor and nurse communication could be negatively impacted by poorly 

erasing surfaces. Traditional writing surfaces, such as whiteboards have porosity that 

traps dry-erase marker ink and other contaminants including bacteria, making them too 

risky for healthcare – their aesthetics alone could negatively impact HCAHPS scores. 

Illustrative surfaces, such as Healthboard are also essential to effective communication 

with patients who don’t speak English or the languages in which doctors and nurses 

are profi cient. Patients who speak languages different from their caregivers are likely 

to score HCAHPS communications metrics poorly if they are unable to understand 

instructions, diagnoses and bedside care. Healthboard presents the opportunity to 

illustrate or simply ‘write out’ concepts, supporting spoken dialogue and enabling 

patients to discern messaging after the doctor or nurse has left the room. 

Healthboard is the ideal medium for doctors and nurses to express their efforts in 

communication through illustrated and written content. They bring color, personality, 

and brand equity to the hospital room. And because doctors and nurses should utilize 

all available channels to connect with patients, Healthboard is an essential medium 

for optimal communication.

Why A Clarus Healthboard:

Why spend millions of dollars and countless hours dedicated to patient safety and 

satisfaction, only to come up short in every hospital room? Old whiteboard technology 

is simply unsafe and unnecessary. With Healthboard by Clarus, never risk patient 

confi dentiality or incorrect treatment directions with ghosted whiteboards. 

Step up to Healthboard.
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Patient Room
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Blue Detail DNA

Blue Bar Hillside

Blue Pixels Autumn

Color Pixels Red Apple

Patient Room Designs
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Corn Seed Purple Basic

Ocean Wood Wall

Mountainscape Sea Star

Purple Floral Water
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Pediatric Room
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Animal Alphabet Color Blox

Band-Aid Cartoon Fish

Balloons Dog

Castle Lion
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Friendly Monsters Space

Shades Toys

Cars Sports

Smiley Color Splash
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Nurse Station
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Blue Dots Vector Floral

Blue Pattern Lakeview

Stitched Flowers Green Ovals

Diamonds Pink Flowers
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Brown Floral Trees

Blue Floral Vector White Wood

White Stripes Purple

Modern GeoHeart
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Scheduling Boards
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Blue Res Green Wave

Red Black Texture

Blue Wave Pink Fractals

Blue Hexagons Diamond Shadows
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Electric Palm Skies

Orange Ovals Blue

Green Drops Passion Blue

Orange Waves Basic
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The Clarus Healthboard Builder Tool is the perfect way to envision 
your new Healthboard install in a few simple steps. Visit Clarus.
com to easily preview all Healthboards shown in this book and 

customize the right board for your healthcare needs by style, size, 
design and fi nish.

Visit Clarus.com/HealthboardBuilder to get started now!

The Builder Tool

The Healthboard Builder Tool
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